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Abstract. The paper deals with base revision for Answer Set Program-
ming (ASP). Base revision in classical logic stems from the removal of
formulas. Exploiting the non-monotonicity of ASP allows one to propose
other revision strategies, namely addition strategy or removal and/or
addition strategy. These strategies allow one to define families of rule-
based revision operators. The paper presents a semantic characterization
of these families of revision operators in terms of answer sets. This char-
acterization allows one to equivalently consider the evolution of syntactic
logic programs and the evolution of their semantic content.
Keywords: Answer Set Programming, Base revision, Belief revision, Belief
change, Non-monotonic reasoning.
1 Introduction
Answer Set Programming (ASP) is an efficient unified formalism for both knowl-
edge representation and reasoning in Artificial Intelligence (AI). It has its roots
in non-monotonic reasoning and logic programming and gave rise to intensive
research since the Gelfond & Lifschitz’s seminal paper [12]. ASP has an elegant
and conceptually simple theoretical foundation and has been proved useful for
solving a wide range of problems in various domains [26]. Beyond its ability to
formalize various problems from AI or to encode combinatorial problems [3, 22],
ASP provides also an interesting way to practically solve such problems since
some efficient solvers are available [11, 21]. But in most domains, information is
subject to change, and so ASP logic programs are subjet to change by addition
and/or withdrawal of rules.
Belief change in a classical logic setting, in particular belief revision, has been
extensively studied from decades. It applies to situations where an agent faces in-
complete or uncertain information and where new and more reliable information
may be contradictory with its initial beliefs. Belief revision consists in modifying
initial agent’s beliefs while taking into account new information and ensuring
the consistency of the result. Belief revision relies on three main principles: (i)
? This work was supported by the projects ASPIQ (ANR-12-BS02-0003)
Success: Change must succeed, new information has to be accepted, (ii) Consis-
tency: The result of the revision operation must be a consistent set of beliefs, and
(iii) Minimal change: The initial beliefs have to be changed as least as possible.
Two main frameworks became standards according to the nature of the involved
representation of beliefs: AGM paradigm [1] for belief sets revision, rephrased by
Katsuno and Mendelzon [18] for model-based revision and Hansson’s approach
[14] for formula-based revision (or base revision). Several concrete base revision
operators have been proposed. Most approaches focus on the construction of
consistent subbases maximal w.r.t. several criteria [5, 20]. From a dual point of
view, others stem from the minimal withdrawal of formulas in order to restore
consistency with new information like Kernel revision [13] or like Removed Sets
Revision (RSR) [23, 30, 4] that focuses on subsets of formulas minimal w.r.t. car-
dinality to remove. All these approaches require selection functions that encode
the revision strategies for selecting among subbases or among subsets of formulas
to remove.
This paper aims at studying base revision when beliefs are represented by
ASP logic programs. Due to the non-monotonic nature of logic programs under
answer set semantics, the problem of change in ASP is different and more difficult
than in classical logic.
The first approaches dealing with logic programs in a dynamic setting focused
on the problem of logic program update [31, 25, 2, 10]. The first work bridging
ASP in a dynamic setting and belief change has been proposed by Delgrande
and al. [7–9]. Their approach uses a semantic of logic programs in terms of
SE-models [29]. Model-based revision and merging stemming from a distance
between interpretations have been extended to logic programs. However, they
noted that this approach has the drawback that arbitrary sets of SE-models
may not necessarily be expressed via a logic program. Recently this drawback
has been avoided for classes of logic programs satisfying an AGM-compliance
condition on SE-models and a new postulate [6]. Model-based update has been
addressed in the same spirit by Slota and Leite [27, 28].
From a syntactic point of view formula-based belief merging and revision
have been extented to ASP. The “removed sets” approach for fusion and revi-
sion (RSF)[15] and (RSR) [4] respectively, proposed in propositional logic have
been extended to ASP [16, 17]. The “remainder sets” approach for screened con-
solidation in a classical setting has been extended to ASP [19]. The strategy of
these two approaches stems from the removal of some rules in order to restore
consistency. More recently, a new approach for extending belief base revision to
ASP has been proposed with additional strategies stemming from the addition
and the addition and/or removal of some rules [33].
This paper focuses on three different families of ASP base revision operators.
It first reminds the RSR family, it then introduces the notions of “added Sets”
and “modified Sets” and proposes the Added Set Revision (ASR) and the Mod-
ified Set Revision (MSR). Note that these families of operators differ from the
ones provided in [33] since the minimality criterion for the removed, added or
modified sets is cardinality and not set inclusion. For each family of ASP base
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revision operators the paper provides a semantic counter-part that characterizes
the operators in terms of answer sets.
The main contribution of the paper is the characterization of ASP base revi-
sion operators which also covers the family of SLP operators proposed in [33].
This is an important result since it provides a new semantic characterization of
logic program revision in terms of answer sets and allows one to change the focus
from the evolution of a syntactic logic program to the evolution of its semantic
content.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a refresher on ASP and
on belief base revision. Section 3 recalls RSR revision and provides a semantic
characterization of removed sets. Section 4 introduces the notions of added set
and ASR revision, it then gives a semantic characterization of added sets. Section
5 introduces the notions of modified set and MSR revision, it then provides a
semantic characterization of modified sets. Finally Section 6 concludes the paper.
Due to space limitations, the complete proofs of the theorems are not in-
cluded, they can be found on http://aspiq.lsis.org/aspiq/pdf/proofs-2017.
pdf.
2 Preliminaries
In this paper we only consider normal logic programs. Let A be a set of propo-
sitional atoms, a logic program is a finite set of rules of the form:
(c ← a1, . . . , an, not b1, . . . , not bm.) n ≥ 0,m ≥ 0 where c, a1, . . . , an,
b1, . . . bm ∈ A. The set of all logic programs is denoted by P. The symbol “not”
represents default negation and such a program may be seen as a sub-case of
default theory of Reiter [24]. A negation-free program is a definite program.
For each rule r, let head(r) = c, body+(r) = {a1, . . . , an} and body−(r) =
{b1, . . . , bm}. If body+(r) = ∅ and body−(r) = ∅ then the rule is simply written
(c.) and is called a fact.
Let X be a set of atoms. A rule r is applicable in X if body+(r) ⊆ X.
App(P,X) denotes the set of applicable rules of P in X. The least Herbrand
model of a definite program P , denoted Cn(P ), is the smallest set of atoms
closed under P and can be computed as the least fix-point of the following
consequence operator: TP : 2
A → 2A such that TP (X) = Head(App(P,X)).
The Gelfond-Lifschitz reduct of a program P by a set of atoms X [12] is
the program PX = {head(r) ← body+(r) | r ∈ P, body−(r) ∩ X = ∅}. Since
it has no default negation, such a program is definite and then it has a unique
minimal Herbrand model. By definition, an answer set (or stable model) of P
is a set of atoms X ⊆ A such that X = Cn(PX). The set of answer sets of a
logic program P is denoted by AS(P ) and if AS(P ) 6= ∅ the program is said
consistent otherwise it is said inconsistent.
GR(P,X) = {r ∈ P | body(r)+ ⊆ X and body(r)− ∩X = ∅} denotes the set
of the generating rules of a logic program P w.r.t. a set of atoms X. A set of
rules R ⊆ P is grounded if there exists some enumeration 〈ri〉ni=1 of the rules of
R such that ∀i > 0, body+(ri) ⊆ {head(rj) | j < i}. With those definitions the
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following result holds: X ∈ AS(P ) if and only if X = Cn(GR(P,X)+) if and
only if X = Head(GR(P,X)) and GR(P,X) is grounded.
A constraint is a rule without head (← a1, . . . , an, not b1, . . . , not bm.)
that should be read as (h← a1, . . . , an, not b1, . . . , not bm, not h.) where h
is a new atom symbol appearing nowhere else in the program.
We now consider a rule (c← a1, . . . , an, not b1, . . . , not bm.) as a classical
implication (a1∧· · ·∧an∧¬b1∧· · ·∧¬bm → c) which is equivalent to (¬a1∨· · ·∨
¬an ∨ b1 ∨ · · · ∨ bm ∨ c). Hence, an interpretation of P is a set of atoms m ⊆ A.
An interpretation m satisfies a rule r if body+(r) 6⊆ m or body−(r) ∩ m 6= ∅
or head(r) ∈ m. An interpretation m is a model of a program P if m satisfies
all rules from P . Mod(P ) denotes the set of all the models of a logic program
P . Conversely, an interpretation m falsifies a rule r if m does not satisfy r:
body+(r) ⊆ m and body−(r) ∩m = ∅ and head(r) 6∈ m. Fal(P,m) = {r ∈ P :
body(r)+ ⊆ m, body(r)− ∩m = ∅, head(r) 6∈ m} denotes the set of the rules of
a logic program P that are falsified w.r.t. an interpretation m.
The set m\Cn(GR(P,m)+) denotes the atoms of an interpretation m not
deduced from this interpretation for a logic program P and Nded(m,P ) =
fact(m\Cn(GR(P,m)+)) denotes the previous set of atoms considered as a set
of facts.
We remind some notions and notations useful in subsequent sections.
A preorder on a set A is a reflexive and transitive binary relation. A total
preorder, denoted by ≤, is a preorder such that ∀x, y ∈ A either x ≤ y or y ≤ x
holds. The equivalence is defined by x ' y if and only if x ≤ y and y ≤ x.
The corresponding strict total preorder, denoted by <, is the relation defined by
x < y if and only if x ≤ y holds but x ' y does not hold. Let M be a subset of
A, the set of minimal elements of M with respect to ≤, denoted by Min(M,≤),
is defined as: Min(M,≤) = {x ∈M,@y ∈M : y < x}.
Let X and Y be two sets, |X| (resp. |Y |) denotes the cardinality of X (resp.
of Y ) and X ≤ Y if |X| ≤ |Y |. X ≤ Y means that X is preferred to Y .
Let A be a finite set, a selection function denoted by f is a function from 2A
to A which for any set X ∈ 2A returns an element f(X) such that f(X) ∈ X. If
X = ∅, then the function f is not defined.
3 ASP base revision by removal
Let P and Q be logic programs, revising P by Q is providing a new consistent
logic program containing Q and differing as few as possible from P ∪ Q. This
section is dedicated to ASP base revision by removal. This revision strategy stems
from the suppression of rules of P when P ∪Q is inconsistent. This strategy is a
direct application of the one used for revising belief bases in a classical setting,
however it differs from it due to the non-monotonicity of logic programs. For
instance, in ASP, P and Q can be inconsistent while P ∪ Q is consistent. This
is the reason why, we allow P and Q to be inconsistent (note that, in a classical
setting, P and Q must be consistent, only P ∪Q may be inconsistent). However,
this means that revision is not always possible (for example, when Q does not
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admit any classical model since the revision strategy only removes rules from
P ).
3.1 Rule-based revision by removal
We remind Removed Sets Revision (RSR) extended to ASP [17]. This strategy
focuses on the minimal number of rules to remove in order to restore consistency.
We first remind the notion of potential removed set.
Definition 1 (potential removed set [17]). Let P , Q be two logic programs,
let X be a set of rules. A potential removed set X is such that: (i) X ⊆ P . (ii)
(P \X) ∪Q is consistent. (iii) For each X ′ ⊂ X, (P \X ′) ∪Q is inconsistent.
PR(P,Q) denotes the set of potential removed sets for P and Q. According to the
definition, if P ∪Q is consistent then PR(P,Q) = {∅}. Since potential removed
sets are built by removing only rules from P in order to restore consistency of
P∪Q, it may be possible that the set of potential removed sets for an inconsistent
set Q is empty.
Example 1. Let P and Q be two logic programs such that P = {r1 : a← b., r2 :
a., r3 : b., r4 : c ← not a., r5 : d., r6 : d ← not b.} and Q = {← a, b.,← not c, d.}.
These two logic programs are consistent since AS(P ) = {{a, b, d}} and AS(Q) =
{∅} but P ∪Q is inconsistent. PR(P,Q) = {{r3, r5, r6}, {r2, r3}, {r1, r2}}.
For RSR, the minimality criterion is cardinality, we remind the notion of
removed set by selecting the potential removed sets minimal w.r.t. cardinality.
Definition 2 (removed set [17]). Let P , Q be two logic programs, let X be a
set of rules. A removed set X is such that: (i) X is a potential removed set. (ii)
There is no potential removed set Y such that Y < X.
R(P,Q) denotes the set of removed sets for P and Q. According to the definition
R(P,Q) = Min(PR(P,Q),≤) and if P ∪Q is consistent then R(P,Q) = {∅}.
Example 2 (Example 1 continued). R(P,Q) = {{r2, r3}, {r1, r2}}.
We now remind the Removed Set Revision (RSR) family of operators.
Definition 3 (RSR operators [17]). Let P , Q be two logic programs, R(P,Q)
be the set of removed sets and f be a selection function. The revision operator
denoted by ?RSR(f) is a function from P × P to P such that P?RSR(f)Q =
(P \ f(R(P,Q))) ∪ Q.
Note that if R(P,Q) = ∅, f(R(P,Q)) is not defined. This means that the pro-
gram P cannot be revised by Q.
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3.2 Semantic characterization of ASP base revision by removal
We now present the semantical counterparts of the potential removed set and
removed set notions. We first introduce the notion of canonical removed set.
Intuitively, given P and Q two logic programs, a canonical removed set is a set
of rules of P falsified by a model of Q.
Definition 4 (canonical removed set). Let P , Q be two logic programs and
m be a model of Q. A canonical removed set X is such that: (i) X = Fal(P,m).
(ii) m ∈ AS((P \X) ∪Q).
CR(P,Q,m) = {X | X = Fal(P,m) and m ∈ AS((P \X)∪Q)} denotes the set
of all canonical removed sets for m and CR(P,Q) =
⋃
m∈Mod(Q) CR(P,Q,m)
denotes the union set of all canonical removed sets for the models of a program
Q w.r.t. a program P . Note that for one given interpretation m, there is zero or
one canonical removed set and if Q has no model then CR(P,Q) = ∅.
Example 3 (Example 1 continued). P = {r1 : a ← b., r2 : a., r3 : b., r4 : c ←
not a., r5 : d., r6 : d← not b.} and Q = {← a, b.,← not c, d.}.
m ∈Mod(Q) X = Fal(P,m) AS((P \X) ∪Q) CR(P,Q,m)
∅ {r2, r3, r4, r5, r6} {∅} {Fal(P, ∅)}
{a} {r3, r5, r6} {{a}} {Fal(P, {a})}
{b} {r1, r2, r4, r5} {{b}} {Fal(P, {b})}
{c, d} {r2, r3} {{c, d}} {Fal(P, {c, d})}
{a, c, d} {r3} ∅ ∅
{b, c, d} {r1, r2} {{b, c, d}} {Fal(P, {b, c, d})}
{a, c} {r3, r5, r6} {{a}} ∅
{b, c} {r1, r2, r5} {{b, c}} {Fal(P, {b, c})}
{c} {r2, r3, r5, r6} {{c}} {Fal(P, {c})}
The last column of the table gives the set of canonical removed sets corre-
sponding to a classical model of Q given in the first column of the table. Hence,
if we restrict our attention to minimal canonical removed sets w.r.t. inclusion,
we have Min(CR(P,Q),⊆) = {{r2, r3}, {r1, r2}, {r2, r3, r6}} and, if we consider
minimality w.r.t. cardinality, we have Min(CR(P,Q),≤) = {{r2, r3}, {r1, r2}}.
The following theorems give the equivalence between syntactic (potential)
removed sets and semantic canonical removed sets.
Theorem 1. Let P and Q be logic programs. PR(P,Q) = Min(CR(P,Q),⊆).
Proof. (sketch) The proof is based on the fact that the rules of a potential
removed set X are exactly the rules of P falsified by the answer sets of (P \X)∪Q.
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Definition 2 and Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Let P and Q be logic programs. R(P,Q) = Min(CR(P,Q),≤).
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We introduce a preference relation between interpretations, denoted by <R(P )
as follows. Let m and m′ be two interpretations and P be a logic program,
m<R(P )m
′ means that |Fal(P,m)| < |Fal(P,m′)|.
The following result directly follows from Theorem 2 and Definition 3. It
provides a semantic characterization of RSR operators for logic programs.
Theorem 3. Let P and Q be logic programs.
Let M= {m ∈Mod(Q) s.t. CR(P,Q,m) 6= ∅}. (i) For each selection function f ,
if m ∈ AS(P?RSR(f)Q) then m ∈ Min(M,≤R(P )). (ii) If m ∈ Min(M,≤R(P ))
then there exists a selection function f s.t. m ∈ AS(P?RSR(f)Q).
Example 4 (Example 1 continued). P = {r1 : a ← b., r2 : a., r3 : b., r4 :
c ← not a., r5 : d., r6 : d ← not b.} and Q = {← a, b.,← not c, d.}. From
the table in Example 3 we have PR(P,Q) = Min(CR(P,Q),⊆), R(P,Q) =
Min(CR(P,Q),≤) and Min(M,≤R(P )) = {{c, d}, {b, c, d}}. Let f1 and f2 be
the functions that select respectively {r2, r3} and {r1, r2} the respective revised
logic programs are P?RSR(f1)Q = P \{r2, r3}∪Q and P?RSR(f2)Q = P \{r1, r2}∪
Q with AS(P?RSR(f1)Q) = {{c, d}} and AS(P?RSR(f2)Q) = {{b, c, d}}.
4 ASP base revision by addition
This section is dedicated to ASP base revision by addition. Let P and Q be
logic programs, this revision strategy stems from the addition of rules to P
when P ∪Q is inconsistent. This strategy relies on the non-monotonicity of the
ASP framework. Indeed, adding a new rule may block a rule which contributes
to inconsistency. We allow P and Q to be inconsistent. Note that, with this
strategy, revision is not always possible, even if P and Q are consistent. Revising
by addition allows for adding any kind of rules but adding rules is equivalent to
adding a set of facts which makes the revision process easier.
4.1 Rule-based revision by addition
The strategy of Added Set Revision (ASR) focuses on the minimal number of
new rules to add in order to restore consistency. We first introduce the notion
of potential added set.
Definition 5 (potential added set). Let P and Q be two logic programs, let
Y be a set of rules. A potential added set Y is such that: (i) (P ∪ Y ) ∪ Q is
consistent. (ii) For each Y ′ ⊂ Y , (P ∪ Y ′) ∪Q is inconsistent.
PA(P,Q) denotes the set of potential added sets for P and Q. Note that rules
from a potential added set Y cannot already belong to P∪Q. Indeed, if (P∪Y )∪Q
is consistent and some rule r from Y already belongs to P ∪Q, then there exists
some Y ′ = Y \{r} such that Y ′ ⊆ Y and (P ∪Y ′)∪Q = (P ∪Y )∪Q is consistent.
According to the definition if P ∪Q is consistent then PA(P,Q) = {∅}.
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Example 5. Let P and Q be two logic programs such that P = {a ← not b.}
and Q = {← a, not c.,← a, not d.}. If we restrict ourselves to the addition of
facts, we have PA(P,Q) = {{c., d.}, {b.}}.
Note that revision by addition is not always feasible, even if P and Q are con-
sistent.
Example 6. Let P and Q be two logic programs such that P = {a.} and Q =
{← a.}. We have PA(P,Q) = ∅. This is because, even if the constraint← a. can
be read as h← a, not h., we do not allow to use the implicit atom h for adding
rules and thus the constraint ← a. cannot be blocked by addition.
For ASR, the minimality criterion is cardinality, we introduce the notion of added
set by selecting the potential added sets minimal w.r.t. cardinality.
Definition 6 (added set). Let P and Q be two logic programs, let Y be a set
of rules. An added set Y is such that: (i) Y is a potential added set. (ii) There
is no potential added set Z such that Z < Y .
A(P,Q) denotes the set of added sets for P and Q. According to the definition
A(P,Q) = Min(PA(P,Q),≤) and if P ∪Q is consistent then A(P,Q) = {∅}.
Example 7 (Example 5 continued). For these programs, A(P,Q) = {{b.}} is
reduced to only one added set.
Example 8. Let P and Q be two logic programs such that P = {a ← b., b ←
a., c.} and Q = {← c, not a.}. We have PA(P,Q) = A(P,Q) = {{a.}, {b.}}.
We now define the Added Set Revision family of operators.
Definition 7 (ASR operators). Let P , Q be two logic programs, A(P,Q)
be the set of added sets and f be a selection function. The revision operator
denoted by ?ASR(f) is a function from P × P to P such that P ?ASR(f) Q =
(P ∪ f(A(P,Q))) ∪ Q.
Note that if A(P,Q) = ∅, f(A(P,Q)) is not defined. That means that the pro-
gram cannot be revised by addition.
4.2 Semantic characterization of ASP base revision by addition
We now present the semantic counterparts of the potential added set and added
set notions. We first introduce the notion of canonical added set. Given P and
Q two logic programs, a canonical added set is a set of facts corresponding to
the least subset (w.r.t. inclusion) of atoms to add to P ∪ Q so that a model of
P ∪Q becomes an answer set.
Definition 8 (canonical added set). Let P and Q be two logic programs
and m be a model of P ∪ Q. A canonical added set Y is such that: (i) Y ⊆
Nded(m,P ∪Q). (ii) m ∈ AS(P ∪Q∪Y ). (iii) ∀Y ′ ⊂ Y , m /∈ AS(P ∪Q∪Y ′).
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CA(P,Q,m) denotes the set of all canonical added sets for m and CA(P,Q) =⋃
m∈Mod(P∪Q) CA(P,Q,m). Note that CA(P,Q,m) = Min({Y | Y ⊆ Nded(m,P∪
Q) and m ∈ AS(P ∪Q ∪ Y )},⊆).
Example 9. Let P = {r1 : a ← b, not c., r2 : c ← d, e, not a., r3 : b ← d., r4 :
d ← b., r5 : e.} and Q = {r6 :← not a, not c., r7 :← a, not b, not c., r8 :←
c, not d, not a.}.
m ∈
Mod(P ∪Q) GR(P ∪Q,m) Nded(m,P ∪Q) Y AS(P ∪Q ∪ Y ) CA(P,Q,m)
{a, c, e} {r5} {a., c.} {a., c.} {{a, c, e}} {{a., c.}}
{a, b, d, e} {r1, r3, r4, r5} {a., b., d.} {b.} {{a, b, d, e},
{b, c, d, e}}
{d.} {{a, b, d, e}, {{b.}, {d.}}
{b, c, d, e}}
{b, c, d, e} {r2, r3, r4, r5} {b., c., d.} {b.} {{a, b, d, e},
{b, c, d, e}}
{d.} {{a, b, d, e}, {{b.}, {d.}}
{b, c, d, e}}
{a, b, c, d, e} {r3, r4, r5} {a., b., c., d.} {a., b., c.} {{a, b, c, d, e}} {{a., b., c.},
{a., c., d.} {{a, b, c, d, e}} {a., c., d.}}
The last column of the table gives the set of canonical added sets corresponding to a
classical model of P ∪Q given in the first column of the table. Hence Min(CA(P,Q),⊆
) = {{a., c.}, {b.}, {d.}} and Min(CA(P,Q),≤) = {{b.}, {d.}}.
Note that canonical added sets only consists of facts. Thus the semantic charac-
terization of ASR operators is limited to ASR operators that require the addition
of facts (not the addition of general rules).
Theorem 4. Let P , Q be logic programs. PA(P,Q) = Min(CA(P,Q),⊆).
Proof. (sketch) The proof is based on the fact that the rules (facts) of a potential
added set Y are a subset of the (facts corresponding to the) atoms from the
answer sets of P ∪ Y ∪Q that can not be deduced from P ∪Q.
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 4 and Definition 6.
Theorem 5. Let P , Q be logic programs. A(P,Q) = Min(CA(P,Q),≤).
We introduce a preference relation between interpretations, denoted by <A(P,Q)
as follows. Let m and m′ are two interpretations, m<A(P,Q)m′ means that
Min(CA(P,Q,m),≤) < Min(CA(P,Q,m′),≤).
The following result directly follows from Theorem 5 and Definition 7. It pro-
vides a semantic characterization of ASR revision operators for logic programs.
Theorem 6. Let P , Q be two logic programs.
Let M= {m ∈Mod(Q) s.t. CA(P,Q,m) 6= ∅}. (i) For each f , if m ∈ AS(P?ASR(f)
Q) then m ∈ Min(M,≤A(P,Q)). (ii) If m ∈ Min(M,≤A(P,Q)) then there exists
f s.t. m ∈ AS(P ?ASR(f) Q).
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Example 10 (Example 9 continued). Let P = {a← b , not c., c← d , e , not a., b←
d., d ← b., e.} and Q = {← not a , not c.,← a, not b , not c.,← c, not d , not a.}.
From the table in Example 9 we have PA(P,Q) = Min(CA(P,Q),⊆),A(P,Q) =
Min(CA(P,Q),≤) = {{b.}, {d.}}. Min(M,≤A(P,Q)) = {{a, b, d, e}, {b, c, d, e}}.
Let f1 and f2 be the functions that select respectively {b.} and {d.} the respective
revised logic programs are P ?ASR(f1)Q = P ∪Q∪{b.} and P ?ASR(f2)Q = P ∪
Q∪ {d.} with AS(P ?ASR(f1)Q) = AS(P ?ASR(f2)Q) = {{a, b, d, e}, {b, c, d, e}}.
5 ASP base revision by modification
This section now focuses on ASP base revision by modification. Modification
strategy means combining the removal strategy and the addition one. Let P
and Q be logic programs, removing some rules from P and in the same time
adding some new rules to P allows one to construct a new logic program which
is consistent with Q and differs the least from P . Indeed, revision by removal and
revision by addition can be viewed as particular cases of revision by modification.
5.1 Rule-based revision by modification
The strategy of Modified Set Revision (MSR) focuses on the minimal number
of rules to remove and/or to add in order to restore consistency. A (potential)
modified set is a pair of sets of rules, where the first component is the set of
rules to remove and the second one is the set of new rules to add. We first define
preference relations between pairs of sets of rules w.r.t. set inclusion and w.r.t.
cardinality as follows.
Definition 9. Let X, Y , X ′, Y ′ be sets of rules. (X ′, Y ′) ⊂ (X,Y ) if X ′ ⊂ X
and Y ′ ⊆ Y , or X ′ ⊆ X and Y ′ ⊂ Y . (X ′, Y ′) ≤ (X,Y ) if |X ′ ∪ Y ′| ≤ |X ∪ Y |.
We now introduce the notion of potential modified set.
Definition 10 (potential modified set). Let P , Q be two logic programs, let
(X,Y ) be a pair of sets of rules. A potential modified set (X,Y ) is such that:
(i) X ⊆ P . (ii) (P\X) ∪ Y ∪ Q is consistent. (iii) For each (X ′, Y ′) such that
(X ′, Y ′) ⊂ (X,Y ), (P\X ′) ∪ Y ′ ∪Q is inconsistent.
PM(P,Q) denotes the set of potential modified sets for P and Q. According to
the definition if P ∪Q is consistent then PM(P,Q) = {(∅, ∅)}.
Example 11. Let P = {r1 : a← not b., r2 : c← not b., r3 :← f.} and Q = {←
a., ← c., f ← not g., f ← not h.}. PM(P,Q) = {({r1, r2, r3}, ∅), (∅, {b., g., h.}),
({r3}, {b.}), ({r1, r2}, {g., h.})}.
As for RSR and ASR, the minimality criterion for MSR is cardinality, we
introduce the notion of modified set by selecting the potential modified sets
minimal w.r.t. cardinality.
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Definition 11 (modified set). Let P , Q be two logic programs, let X and Y
be two sets of rules. A modified set (X,Y ) is such that: (i) (X,Y ) is a potential
modified set. (ii) There is no potential modified set (X ′, Y ′) such that (X ′, Y ′) <
(X,Y ).
We denote by M(P,Q) the set of modified sets. According to the definition
M(P,Q) = Min(PM(P,Q),≤) and if P ∪ Q is consistent then M(P,Q) =
{(∅, ∅)}.
Example 12 (Example 11 continued). M(P,Q) = {({r3}, {b.})}.
We now define the Modified Set Revision family of operators.
Definition 12 (MSR operators). Let P , Q be two logic programs, M(P,Q)
be the set of modified sets and f be a selection function. The revision operator
denoted by ?MSR(f) is a function from P × P to P such that P ?MSR(f) Q =
(P \X) ∪ Y ∪ Q where (X,Y ) = f(M(P,Q)).
5.2 Semantic characterization of ASP base revision by modification
We now present the semantic counterpart of potential modified set and modified
set notions. We first introduce the notion of canonical modified set. Given P
and Q two logic programs, a canonical modified set is a pair of sets (X,Y )
where X is the set of rules from P falsified by a model of Q and Y is the set of
facts corresponding to least subsets of atoms of a model of Q not deduced from
(P\X) ∪Q.
Definition 13 (canonical modified set). Let P , Q be two logic programs
and m be a model of Q. A canonical modified set (X,Y ) is such that: (i) X =
Fal(P,m) (ii) Y ⊆ Nded(m, (P \X) ∪Q) (iii) m ∈ AS((P \X) ∪Q ∪ Y ) (iv)
∀(X ′, Y ′) ⊂ (X,Y ), m 6∈ AS((P \X ′) ∪Q ∪ Y ′).
CM(P,Q,m) = Min({(X,Y ) |X = Fal(P,m), Y ⊆ Nded(m, (P\X)∪Q) and m ∈
AS((P \ X) ∪ Q ∪ Y )},⊆) denotes the set of all canonical modified sets for m
and CM(P,Q) =
⋃
m∈Mod(Q) CM(P,Q,m).
Example 13 (Example 11 continued). P = {r1 : a← not b., r2 : c← not b., r3 :←
f.} and Q = {← a., ← c., f ← not g., f ← not h.}.
m ∈ X = Y ⊆
Mod(Q) Fal(P,m) Nded((P \X) ∪Q,m) AS((P \X) ∪Q ∪ Y )
{f} {r1, r2, r3} ∅ {{f}}
{b, f} {r3} {b.} {{b, f}}
{f, g} {r1, r2, r3} {g.} {{f, g}}
{f, h} {r1, r2, r3} {h.} {{f, h}}
{b, f, g} {r3} {b., g.} {{b, f, g}}
{b, f, h} {r3} {b., h.} {{b, f, h}}
{g, h} {r1, r2} {g., h.} {{g, h}}
{f, g, h} {r1, r2, r3} {f., g., h.} {{f, g, h}}
{b, g, h} ∅ {b., g., h.} {{b, g, h}}
{b, f, g, h} ∅ {b., f., g., h.} {{b, f, g, h}}
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The second and the third column of the table give the first and the second
component respectively of the canonical modified set corresponding to a classi-
cal model of Q given in the first column of the table. Hence Min(CM(P,Q),⊆) =
{({r1, r2, r3}, ∅), ({r3}, {b.}), ({r1, r2}, {g., h.}), (∅, {b., g., h.})} and Min(CM(P,Q),≤
) = {({r3}, {b.})}.
Theorem 7. Let P , Q be programs. PM(P,Q) = Min(CM(P,Q),⊆).
Proof. (sketch) The proof is based on the fact that if (X,Y ) is a potential mod-
ified set of P and Q, then X is a potential removed set of P and Q ∪ Y , and Y
is a potential added set of P \X and Q.
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 7 and Definition 11.
Theorem 8. Let P , Q be logic programs. M(P,Q) = Min(CM(P,Q),≤).
We introduce a preference relation between interpretations, denoted by <M (P,Q).
Let m and m′ be interpretations, m<M (P,Q)m′ means that Min(CM(P,Q,m),≤
) < Min(CM(P,Q,m′),≤). The following result directly follows from Theorem
8 and Definition 12. It provides a semantic characterization of MSR revision
operators.
Theorem 9. Let P , Q be logic programs.
Let M= {m ∈Mod(Q) s.t. CM(P,Q,m) 6= ∅}. (i) For each f , if m ∈ AS(P?MSR(f)
P ) then m ∈Min(M,≤M (P,Q)) (ii) If m ∈Min(M,≤M (P,Q)) then there exists
f s.t. m ∈ AS(P ?MSR(f) P ).
Example 14 (Example 11 continued). P = {r1 : a← not b., r2 : c← not b., r3 :←
f.} and Q = {← a., ← c., f ← not g., f ← not h.}. From the table in Ex-
ample 13 we have PM(P,Q) = Min(CM(P,Q),⊆), M(P,Q) = Min(CM(P,Q),≤
) = {({r3}, {b.})} and M = {{b, f}}. There is only one modified set thus f selects
({r3}, {b.}) and P ?MSR(f) Q = {r1, r2} ∪ {b.} ∪Q and AS(P ?MSR(f) Q) = {{b, f}}.
6 Concluding discussion
Belief base revision has first been extended to ASP in [19] with the “remainder
Sets” approach and in [16, 17] with the “removed Sets” approach. These two
approaches rely on the removal of rules. More recently, another approach called
SLP revision [32, 33] has been proposed. The strategy stems from the removal or
the addition and/or removal of rules. Let P be the initial logic program and Q be
the new one. The removal (respectively addition and addition and/or removal)
strategies stem from the construction of “s-removal” (respectively “s-expansion”
and “s-compatible”) logic programs which are subsets of P consistent with Q
maximal w.r.t. set inclusion (respectively sets of rules containing P consistent
with Q and minimal w.r.t. set inclusion, and a combination of both for the third
strategy). They are the dual sets of potential removed sets, potential added sets
and potential modified sets respectively.
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Note that the families of revision operators proposed in this paper differ from
SLP revision operators since the maximality criterion is set inclusion for SLP
whereas the minimality criterion for RSR, ASR and MSR revision operators is
cardinality.
Moreover, in this paper we go a step further since we provide a semantic
characterization in terms of answer sets for RSR, ASR and MSR revision families
of operators. This is an important contribution since it allows one to go from
the evolution of a syntactic rule-based revision operator to the evolution of its
semantic content.
Future work will be dedicated to the study of logical properties of the pro-
posed revision operators in terms of satisfaction of Hansson’s postulates for base
revision adapted to the ASP framework. We also plan to implement the proposed
families of revision operators and to conduct an experimental study. Another is-
sue is the study of their computational complexity.
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